A promise of blue breaks through,
Softening and calming the gray.
Mirrored in still waters;
A now smiling sky finds joy.
Verdant visions all around;
Invites pause to reflect:
Offering gentle healing of spirit.

Venturing out in fullness of faith,
Rising from the soft moist earth,
Seeking a place to flourish renewed;
In the welcoming warming sun,
Adding quiet beauty to all around,
Growing softly strong in subtle joy,
Singing a celebration of life.

A promise, a challenge; storms will pass,
Leaving new beauties behind.
Now peaceful and quiet,
The earth moistened and nourished;
Brings hope and opportunity
For renewal of body and spirit.

Venturing through the forest fog;
The veiled wall of afternoon sun beckons.
Ethereal arrangements of light and shadow;
A delicate dance reveals a treasure.
Pause and stand in awe and wonder;
Let peace and healing break through.
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